CIPEG Annual Meeting in Poznań
September 1 – 4, 2011
Draft Program

Thursday, 1 September 2011

Poznań Archeological Museum,
Renaissance Górka Palace at 27, Wodna Street

08:00  Registration and opening of the museum for CIPEG meeting participants and registration:
       All speakers are kindly requested to hand in their USB-sticks/CDs/DVDs

09:00  Opening session

      Welcoming addresses
      Marzena Szmit
      Director of the Archeological Museum Poznan

       Claire Derriks
       Opening address by the Chairperson of CIPEG

9:15   Reports 2010-2011

       Claire Derriks, Report of the Chairperson of CIPEG

       Gabriele Pieke
       Report of the Secretary of CIPEG

       Regine Schulz
       ICOM Red List on Egyptian Heritage at Risk

       Diane Bergman
       News from the Working Group CIPEG Website (on-line presentation)

       Emily Teeter
       News from the Working Group “Digitals Publications”

       Gabriele Pieke
       News from the Working Group “CIPEG Archives”
Reports of all the museums represented at the meeting
(or others read – if communicated in time)

11:00   Coffee and tea break

11:30 – 13:00   Presentations of papers “Ethic of Collecting”

11:30 – 12:15   Keynote speech:  
                  Regine Schulz
                  The Ethic of collecting

                  and Ethic Committee Report

12:15 – 12:45   Andrzej Ćwiek
                  Ethics of Sharing

12:45   Lunch Break

14:00 – 15:30   Workshop on “Ethic of Collecting”

                  Regine Schulz or Claire Derriks

15:30   Coffee and tea break

16:00 – 17:30   Workshop on “Ethic of Collecting”

17:30   Board meeting

Friday, 2 September 2011

09:30 – 11:00   Presentations of papers “Ethic of Collecting”

9:30 – 10:00   Ossama Abdel Mequid
                  Ethics of Egyptology and Collecting: Who needs the Past? National
                  Values and Egyptology

10:00 – 10:30   Andrzej Jakubowski
                  Tomb Raiders, Black Archaeology and Museum Policy:  
                  Ethics of International Cultural Exchange

10:30 – 11:00   Paula Veiga
                  Some Ethics and Techniques for Collecting and Conserving Human
                  Remains
11:30 Coffee and tea break

11:30 – 17:30 Presentations of papers “Acquisition and De-Accessioning”

11:30 – 12:00 Guillemette Andreu-Lanoë
The Reply of French Museums to the Question of de-accessioning Objects

12:00 – 12:30 Keith R. Amery
Biting the hand that feeds... UK antiquities law and museum acquisitions

12:30 Lunch Break

14:00 – 10:30 Presentations of papers “Art Market and related questions”

14:30 – 15:00 Arielle Kozloff
The real facts of the antiquities market

15:00 – 15:30 Dietrich Wildung
Don’t buy, but borrow! Changes of paradigms in acquisition strategies

15:30 Coffee and tea break

16:00 – 17:30 Presentations of papers “Art Market and Collections”

16:00 – 16:30 Tom Hardwick
Caveat Emptor: The story of the Bolton Amarna Princess

16:30 – 17:00 Sylvia Schoske
Forgeries

17:00 – 17:30 Pavel Onderka
German-speaking Collectors of Egyptian Antiquities in the Czech Lands

19:00 Reception at the Museum
Saturday, 3 September 2011

09:30 – 10:30 Presentations of papers “Museum and Collections”

09:30 – 10:00 Expected: Tarek-el-Awady
Report about the Egyptian Museum, Cairo

10:00 – 10:30 Attia Mohamed Radwan
Report on the Situation of Egyptian Museums

10:30 Coffee and tea break

11:00 – 12:30 Presentations of papers “Museum and Collections”

11:00 – 11:30 Michaela Hüttner
The relocation of KHM’s storage

11:30 – 12:00 Daniela Picchi
The reliefs of Horemheb and Ptahemwia in Bologna:
From storage to virtual

12:00 – 12:30 Emily Teeter
Exhibit Report Oriental Institute, Chicago

12:00 Lunch break
Board meeting

14:30 – 16:00 Presentations of papers “History of Collections”

14:30 – 15:00 Tine Bagh
Find divisions: W.M.F. Petrie 100 years ago

15:00 – 15:30 Monika Dolińska
Ethics among early collectors: Beginnings of the Egyptian Collection
Of the National Museum in Warsaw

15:30 – 16:00 Christian Loeben
Collecting during ‘Dark Ages’: Acquiring Egyptian Antiquities for
Hanover between 1922 and 1951

16:00 Coffee and tea break

16:30 Visit to the Collection
Sunday, 4 September 2011

09:30 – 10:30 Presentations of papers “Projects”

09:30 – 10:00 Aidan Dodson
The Egyptian Coffins in the Provincial Collections of the United Kingdom (ECPUK) Project

10:00 – 10:30 Yekaterina Barash
One Leonine Deity – A Multitude of Theories: Egyptian Feline Goddesses and Animal Mummification

10:30 Coffee and tea break

11:00 – 12:00 Final Discussion and resolutions of CIPEG

Summary, proposal for date and place for the coming CIPEG meetings, and farewell addresses

12:00 Lunch break

c. 14:30 Guided tour in Poznan

Monday, 5 September 2011

Individual journey to Berlin

13:30 Meeting at the Neues Museum, Berlin
Visit of Galleries of the Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin

Possibility to visit the Exhibition
“Königsstadt Naga. Grabungen in der Wüste des Sudan”, Stiftung KUNSTFORUM der Berliner Volksbank